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Abstract

While digital integrated circuits (ICs) has adopted highly automated computer aided design (CAD) tools for decades including
synthesis, placement, and routing, analog and mixed-signal IC designs still largely rely on manual efforts. Due to increasing
demands for high-performance, low-power and short time-to-market, analog design automation has received increasing interests
and demand from both industry and academia. This chapter provides an overview on recent advancements in analog and mixed-
signal IC design automation. We will cover key steps of the analog design flow, including system architecture definition, circuit
topology selection, device sizing, layout design, and post-layout verification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Integrated circuits (IC), the backbone of modern electronics, have played a critical role in the significant advancement of
modern information technology in the past decades. The ever-increasing level of integration complexity, now featuring multi-
billion-transistor ICs, has powered numerous complicated tasks covering cloud computing, artificial intelligence, and smart
manufacturing. Such complete systems now have been integrated on a few chips or even one single chip. One example of
such Systems on Chip (SoC) can be found in the wireless communication chips in smartphones, including analog, digital, and
radio-frequency (RF) sections on a single chip.

As technology nodes scale into the nanometer era, digital circuits have benefited the most, with significantly boosted
computing power. Despite the trend to replace analog functions with digital circuits, e.g., shifting the traditional analog channel
selection into digital signal processing, a few typical functions will always remain analog, including:

1) Interfaces between the digital chip and the real world: the physical world is analog and relies on analog/mixed-signal
(AMS) components to interact. On the input side of a system, the specialized sensor captures physical signal (e.g., sound,
temperature, and magnetic) and converts it into electrical representations such as voltage and current. A typical signal
chain includes a low-noise amplifier, a filter, and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). High-quality designs require a
sufficient signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR). On the output side, the digital signal needs to be converted back
to analog form to interact with the environment.

2) Power management components: with the increased integration level of modern electronic devices, a single system
usually requires multiple power rails. For instance, LED drivers, logic units, and power amplifiers operate under drastically
different voltage supplies. Power management units, required in all modern electronics, offer high-efficiency and compact
voltage conversion for various functional blocks.

3) Clock generation circuits: like supply voltages, a modern electronic system requires multiple clock frequencies for sub-
blocks. Derived from a standard reference block, commonly a crystal oscillator, the frequency synthesizer generates a
range of frequencies required in SoC. Standard blocks include oscillators, charge pumps, and phase-lock loops.

4) Communication blocks: the colossal data demand in the internet of things (IoT) era poses new challenges to communi-
cation blocks. The emerging communication standards, e.g., 5G, machine-type communication, keep pushing boundaries
of circuits’ speed and energy efficiency. Standard blocks include transmitters and receivers. They are often referred to
as radio-frequency (RF) circuits.

5) Highly customized mixed-signal chips targeting cutting-edge performance: for example, the state-of-the-art memory cells
are mainly custom designed like analog circuits to push speed or power limit.

Clearly, analog, mixed-signal, and RF circuits are indispensable in modern electronics systems, especially those interacting
with the real world. The emerging applications, including IoT, 5G networks, advanced computing, and healthcare electronics,
pose sharply increasing demand for analog, mixed-signal, RF circuits. For example, as forecasted by Semiconductor Research
Corporation (SRC), more than 45 trillion sensors will appear worldwide by 2032 [1]. Therefore, a short turnaround time of
analog, mixed-signal, RF IC design is highly desired.

Despite the continuous efforts in analog layout automation, those accomplishments have not been well adopted in current
industrial flows. The main reason is rooted in the characteristics of AMS circuits, which are complex and sensitive. Compared
to its digital counterpart, AMS design deals with a wide range of specific circuit classes, various device types and often requires
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customization for each circuit type. Besides, they are sensitive to signal couplings, layout effects, and fabrication variations.
Furthermore, the lack of effective ways to model the layout effects on analog performance imposes significant challenges
for automation tools. Therefore, implementing analog circuits is still mainly a manual, time-consuming, and error-prone task.
Typical analog design procedure includes:

1) System architecture definition: in a top-down design methodology, the designers first need to translate a system-level
requirement into detailed sub-block specifications. For example, in an RF receiver design, the system architect should
break down the sensitivity requirement into LNA noise figure, amplifier gain, and ADC signal-to-noise ratio.

2) Circuit topology selection: based on the sub-block specifications, a specific circuit topology is chosen. For instance, if a
wide-band design is required in an OTA design, the feed-forward compensated structure is preferred. If a high gain is
needed, the telescopic amplifier is preferred.

3) Device sizing: with the selected topology, devices, including transistors, capacitors, and resistors, need to be appropriately
sized for the targeted performance. Due to the extensive exploration space, this progress is extremely challenging. For
instance, in a simple 2-stage miller compensated OTA design, over 40 parameters need to be determined, such as transistor
widths, lengths, biasing currents, voltages, and capacitor values.

4) Layout design: unlike digital circuits, which only need to satisfy design rule check (DRC), AMS layout generation
faces extra challenges due to its high sensitivity. Constraints such as symmetry and critical nets directly impact the
layout quality. Various layout-dependent effects, such as length of diffusion (LOD) and well proximity effect (WPE),
significantly increase layout generation complexity.

5) Post-layout verification: post-layout extraction captures parasitics and layout effects. To ensure the layout quality, com-
prehensive verifications, including process-voltage-temperature (PVT) simulations and Monte-Carlo simulations, are
performed.

Note that due to the nature of analog design, trade-offs are considered in every single step. For instance, one can hardly size
an OTA to realize low power, high gain, and high BW simultaneously. Hence, AMS design depends highly on the application
requirement and requires customization. Besides, multiple iterations are expected to meet the final specification.

This chapter aims to review the Computer Aided Design (CAD) developments dedicated to each step of the analog design
flow mentioned above and provide a helpful guide to CAD designers who are interested in improving the design efficiency of
analog, mixed-signal, and RF circuits.

II. FRONT-END CAD

Analog/mixed-signal Integrated Circuit design is a complex process involving multiple steps. Billions of nanoscale transistor
devices are fabricated on a silicon die and connected via intricate metal layers during those steps. The final product is an IC,
which powers much of our life today. Today, many systems require both digital functional units and analog subsystems to be
implemented on the same chip. Thanks to advances in Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools, most of the digital units
can be efficiently and reliably synthesized. On the other hand, AMS design lacks these tools and is mostly handcrafted by
analog specialists. Therefore, AMS design suffers from long design cycles and high design complexity and often constitutes a
bottleneck in mixed analog/digital design [2]. Front-end CAD for AMS design includes topology selection and device sizing.
Both these phases are considered costly since topology selection relies on the designer’s experience on various architectures
and device sizing is manual and conducted in an iterative manner. Therefore, front-end design consumes a significant portion
of the total design budget. In a typical AMS design cycle, a designer starts with a schematic design of a circuit topology. The
designer either selects a pre-existing topology based on circuit performance specifications or designs an entirely new topology
based on domain knowledge. Usually, a circuit is expected to meet specifications (e.g., phase, delay, gain, power, bandwidth,
etc.) at tens of operation corners. If specifications are not met at any specific corner, circuit designers modify the topology
or resize circuits. Circuit resizing involves modification of device parameters like widths and lengths of MOS transistors used
in the circuit. Due to the complex nature of circuits, it may not be obvious which devices impact specifications. This usually
leads to trial and error, along with over design, in circuit sizing to meet performance metrics. After performance specifications
are met at all corners, variation/yield/aging/reliability simulations are performed to ensure design functionality in the presence
of process and usage scenarios. If a circuit fails to meet specifications at this stage, the designer has to resize the circuit
again. Hence, AMS front-end is highly iterative and manual in nature. In order to tackle this labor-intensive nature and reduce
time-to-market requirements, front-end automation for AMS design has attracted high interest in recent years.

A. Circuit Architecture and Topology Design Space Exploration

As it was mentioned in introduction, current practice in circuit topology selection relies on designer’s expertise. After
getting system requirements, designers use their understanding of circuit behaviors, in-depth analytic equations and technology
performance to choose the most appropriate topology. Automation in topology exploration is desired due to various reasons. It
is an important determinant of the final circuit performance and the first part of the whole flow; hence, automating this part is
necessary to have a complete automated design flow since topology selection and device sizing are generally considered jointly.
Despite the hard nature of topology selection problem, there have been some efforts to automate this phase. Some methods
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realized the nature of human design flow and have been developed based on heuristics and design knowledge [3]–[5]. On the
other hand, other methods targeted topology selection problem with machine learning solutions [6], [7]. In [3], a DRC clean
layout of an OPAMP is designed from a system level specification. The topology selection is pruned via a decision tree whose
branching is determined by the application purpose and performance requirements. Similarly, in [4], a method using fuzzy-
logic based decision rules to determine circuit topology is adapted. The fuzzy-logic translates the expert defined design rules
into a decision mechanism. Then the topology decision process is conducted via a defuzzification interface. However, as the
technology advances and circuits become more complex, design knowledge is difficult to be extracted, collected and reused.
Data-driven techniques are investigated to automate the topology selection with simulation results. In [6], a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) is used as a classifier with training dataset containing circuit specifications as the input and topology
index as the output. After being trained, the CNN can select the best topology given the specifications. The main challenge is
the time-consuming process of obtaining performance data of different topologies. Also, topology data-base is usually limited
in prior works which makes it a challenge to easily adapt it for larger domains.

It is worth noting that aforementioned studies choose one topology within a fixed database. In addition to these, some
efforts to generate circuit topology from the performance requirements is shown. These studies are generally restricted to
certain type/purpose of circuits and generalizing topology generation to various applications is currently untouched research
area. [5] presents one of the first attempts on the area where genetic programming is used as the optimization engine for
topology generation. A recent study introduces a hypernetwork scheme specialized to determine alignment, type and value
of the components of two-port networks [7]. Since this method is proposed for specific type of circuits (two-port networks),
adapting it for other AMS design applications may not be direct and could require further customization.

B. Device Sizing

AMS device sizing task stands for finding optimal values of design parameters to maximize the circuit performance metric.
Although the majority of digital design flow is automated by EDA tools, AMS design practice is still heavily manual. In
general, AMS design variables, such as transistor lengths & widths, capacitor values, biasing parameters etc., are adjusted
based on designer’s knowledge and experience [8]. However, due to the downscaling in the technology node and tightening
time-to-market requirements, it gets more challenging for designers to develop state of the art, robust AMS blocks while
accounting for more complex device models and severe process variations. Therefore, the need to bring automation solutions
for AMS circuit sizing is obvious.

AMS Circuit Sizing: Problem Formulation
In general, AMS circuit sizing problem can be formulated in two ways. The first way is to formulate it as a constrained

optimization problem succinctly as below.

minimize f0(x)

subject to fi(x) ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m

where, x ∈ Dd is the parameter vector and d is the number of design variables of sizing task. Thus, Dd is the design space.
f0(x) is the objective performance metric we aim to minimize and fi(x) is the ith performance constraint in the design. The
second way of formulating sizing problem is to transform it into an unconstrained problem by defining a Figure of Merit
(FoM) and optimizing for it. In this way, circuit performance values are lumped into a single equation by using normalization
constants, w.

minimize FoM =

m∑
i=0

wi × fi(x)

Methods for AMS Circuit Sizing
Prior work on analog circuit sizing automation can be divided into two categories: knowledge-based and optimization-based

methods. In the knowledge-based approach, design experts transcribe their domain knowledge into algorithms and equations
[9], [10]. However, such methods create dependency on expert human-designers, circuit topology, and technology nodes. Thus,
these methods are highly time-consuming and not scalable.

Optimization-based methods are further categorized into two classes: equation-based and simulation-based methods [11].
Equation-based methods try to express circuit performance via posynomial equations or regression models using simulation
data. Then the equation-based optimization methods such as Geometric Programming [12], [13] or Semidefinite Programming
(SDP) relaxations [14] are applied to convex or non-convex formulated problems to find an optimal solution. These methods
are generally fast but due to scaling in technology and advances in circuit topologies developing accurate expressions for
circuit performances is not easy and may deviate largely from the actual values. Therefore, the most recent trend is to employ
simulation-based methods to tackle the sizing problem [15]–[29]. These methods make guided exploration in the search
space and target a global minimum using the real evaluations from circuit simulators. In general, black-box or learning-based
optimization techniques are applied to explore design space.

Traditionally, there have existed various model-free optimization methods such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [30] and
advanced differential evolution. [31] is proposed for analog circuits and [32] is proposed for RF where evolutionary strategies and
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simulating annealing are used as the search mechanisms, respectively. Although these methods have good convergence behavior,
they are known to be sample-inefficient (i.e., SPICE simulation intensive). Recently surrogate model-based and learning-based
methods are becoming increasingly popular due to their efficiency in exploring solution space. In surrogate model-based
methods, Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [33] or Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [34] are generally used for design
space modeling, and the next design point is determined through model predictions. For example, MMLDE [35] method is
proposed for synthesizing passive components of high-frequency Radio Frequency (RF) ICs. MMLDE is a hybrid optimization
scheme where the global search is conducted via evolutionary steps and surrogate-model is build to make selections among
candidate solutions. In MMLDE, authors used both GPR and ANN as the surrogate. GASPAD method followed this work and
is introduced into Radio Frequency (RF) IC synthesis where GPR predictions guide evolutionary search [36]. WEIBO method
proposed a GPR based Bayesian Optimization [37] algorithm where a blended version of weighted Expected Improvement
(wEI) and the probability of feasibility is selected as acquisition function to handle constrained nature of analog sizing [21],
[38]. The main drawback of Bayesian Optimization methods is its scalability as GP modeling has cubic complexity in the
number of samples, O(N3). An attempt to overcome this is given in [39], where authors utilized a neural network to make
bayesian inference which eliminated the cubic dependency on the number of samples.

Other model-based optimization methods utilized ANN for circuit performance modeling. In [40], ANN is used as a proxy
for the circuit simulator and performance estimates obtained by the trained model are used to efficiently guide an evolutionary
optimization framework. [41] is also an ANN boosted evolutionary method, they used the trained ANN as a performance
classifier between the parent population and child population and they modified the exploration procedure for only allowing
promising child solutions to survive into next generation. In [42], authors proposed to enhance the efficiency of a Genetic
Algorithm based optimizer where the the local minimum search is conducted via the help of trained ANN. Another method
that utilizes neural nets is ESSAB [26] where ANN training is combined with a data augmentation method to reduce the need
for required number of samples for accurate training. A different approach is adapted for building their ANN model in [43],
where they use circuit specifications at the input nodes and design variables are taken from the output nodes. To train and
work with such model a large dataset is generated for offline training of the ANN model.

Recently, reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms are applied in the area as learning-based methods. GCN-RL [27] leverages
Graph Neural Networks (GNN) and proposes a transferable framework. They employed actor-critic algorithms to optimize
circuit performance and circuit FoM is used as the reward value for training. They also demonstrated a transfer mechanism
between topologies and technology nodes by modifying the state vectors. It reports superior results over various methods
and human-designer and also shows successful transfer of learning between technology nodes. Drawbacks of this method is
that it requires thousands of simulations for convergence (without transfer learning) and it suffers from engineering effort
to determine observation vector, architecture selection, and reward engineering. AutoCkt [28] is a sparse sub-sampling RL
technique optimizing the circuit parameters by taking discrete actions in the solution space. AutoCkt shows better efficiency
over random RL agents and Differential Evolution. Since it adapts an offline training scheme, it requires to be trained with
thousands of SPICE simulations before deployment, which is a sink cost for using their algorithm. Another RL method is
DNN-Opt [29] where the core algorithm is inspired from deep RL actor-critic methods but customized for AMS sizing task. It
offers an efficient online training methodology and shows strong performance convergence both in terms of number of required
samples and total optimization time. Further, it introduces a recipe to apply their method to large-scale industrial circuits.

III. LAYOUT AUTOMATION

In current AMS and RF integrated circuit (IC) design flows, the physical layout implementation stage is still heavily manual,
thus time-consuming and error-prone, setting limits on the turnaround time. The main reason is originated in the high complexity
of the AMS/RF IC design problem itself. Compared to its digital counterpart, AMS design is much more complicated even for
simple modules as it considers various primitive devices and a wide range of diverse circuit classes that require customized
tuning. Sensitive signal couplings, layout-dependent effects, and process variations of AMS/RF layouts also impose further
challenges toward high-quality layout design.

Though the design automation techniques for AMS and RF circuits are not yet mature enough for standardized commercial
applications, recent research has achieved promising advancements. AMS Layout automation techniques can be categorized
into two paradigms: procedural layout generation and optimization-based layout synthesis [44]. Procedural layout generators
utilizing pre-designed parameterized layout templates to migrate layouts for various manufacturing technologies and device
sizings have been demonstrated. Optimization-based techniques using place-and-route (P&R) algorithms to optimize the area,
power, and certain performance metrics have also been developed. These approaches possess various degrees of generality and
are designed for different usage scenarios. Similar paradigms are also being utilized in automating RF layout synthesis. This
section introduces the two paradigms and reviews some techniques utilizing them.

A. Procedural Layout Generation
Procedural-based layout generation refers to using pre-designed procedures to generate the layouts. It follows the procedures

or templates to the layout structures. The manually designed templates enable sophisticated and high-quality layouts at the
cost of extensive human efforts. Figure 1 shows a typical flow.
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Fig. 1: Procedural analog circuits layout design flow [44].
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Fig. 2: Optimization-based layout design flow [44].

The idea of leveraging manually optimized templates to generate new layout traces back to VLSI design automation’s
early days. In early efforts in automating analog layout generation, such as ILAC [45] and SLAM [46], Procedural block
generators are proposed to generate critical circuit substructures, such as differential pair and capacitors, with parameterizable
templates. Later literature extends the procedural layout generation to support more sophisticated functionalities and reduce
human efforts. Youssef et al. [47] developed a Python-based layout generation tool for generating primitive blocks. Han et
al. [48] developed a GUI-based template engine to assist the development of layout templates. Some studies propose applications
leveraging procedural analog layout generation. Stefanovic et al. [49] and Lopez et al. [50] apply procedure-based analog layout
generation for parasitic estimation and device sizing. Ding et al. [51] combine template-based layout tool with digital P&R
flow to automating SAR ADC layout synthesis. Wulff and Ytterdal [52] also demonstrates success in automatically generated
SAR ADC layout with a Perl script-based layout compiler. Procedural layout generator also apply to RF IC demonstrated
in [53].

To create a sustainable eco-system and enable broader reuse of design templates, people are proposing comprehensive
standards. A notable attempt is the series of Berkeley Analog Generator (BAG). BAG [54] and BAG2 [55] propose a Python-
based interface to enable programming and parameterizing the procedures for generating layouts. Leveraging the flexibility of
programming language, BAG2 provides enhanced capability to contain well-optimized layout generation procedures. BAG2
have demonstrated its effectiveness in silicon with generating a SAR ADC [56] and analog parts in some other designs [57],
[58]. The standardized procedural layout generation can benefits the parameterization and technology mitigation for the A
MS circuit design by reusing the layout templates. It still requires manual tunning in designing and programming the layout
procedures for each schematic.

B. Optimization-based Layout Synthesis

Optimization-based layout synthesis aims to provide highly automated layout solutions for AMS circuits. Similar to the
digital IC physical design flow, it usually divides the AMS layout synthesis into several stages. Each stage is then formulated
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as a constrained optimization problem. The sensitive analog layout considerations are indirectly handled by formulating them
into objectives and constraints.

Figure 2 shows a typical optimization-based layout synthesis flow. As shown in the flow chart, the inputs of an optimization-
based synthesis flow require minimum human effort. Only circuit netlists and technology specifications are necessary. The
core of an optimization-based layout flow consists of four main subtasks: constraint extraction, module generation, place-
ment, and routing. The computation flow is widely adopted in existing optimization-based frameworks like ALIGN [59] and
MAGICAL [60], [61].

The constraint extraction step comprehends the layout design conventions by analyzing the pre-layout circuit information.
For instance, the sensitiveness of pairing nets, interconnections between devices and building blocks, and the geometry structure
of each module. As the extracted constraints can largely impact the final layout and the post-layout performance, generating
accurate constraints for optimization-based layout design methodology is crucial. [62]. Typically, design conventions are realized
by two major types of constraints: geometrical constraints and electrical constraints. Geometrical constraints implicitly handle
some specific design aspects such as differential net current balancing by restricting the relative positions of some modules and
nets. Common geometrical constraints include symmetry matching, common-centroid, proximity, etc [62]–[64]. The survey
paper [65] gives an overview on the recent advancements in constraint extraction for geometrical constraints. Electrical
constraints prevent circuit performance degradation caused by IR-drop, signal coupling, and parasitic coupling. Some widely
adopted electrical constraints are minimum metal width, minimum via cuts, and net shielding [66].

Module generators provide the layout for the low-level modules, such as transistors and resistors. Primary primitive cell
generators are widely available in commercial tools and process design kits (PDKs). On the other hand, some academic
frameworks have customized device generators for open-source purpose [59], [61].

Placement determines the physical location of each generated module. Analog placement is usually formulated as a con-
strained optimization problem, while essential layout considerations are handled through imposing constraints. Symmetric
constraint, which restricts some modules to be placed along the symmetric axis to reduce mismatch, is widely used [67]–[98].
Common-centroid is another widely adopted constraint [78], [80], [81]. Other constraints have also been proposed, including
array structure in layouts [82], monotonic power current flow [90], [91], [96], thermal effects [76], system signal flow [99], and
well proximity effects [100]. In addition to AMS circuits, symmetric constraint is also applied in RF IC layout synthesis [101].

The routing stage implements the interconnection with metal wires and VIAs. Analog routing is often formulated into
optimizing wirelength while satisfying the symmetry between net pairs [102]–[110]. Ou et al. [105] relaxes the restricted
symmetric constraints into different levels, namely symmetry, common-centroid, topology, and proximity. The exact matching
constraint is also proposed as an alternative, where the length of wires on each metal layer is constrained to be matched [111],
[112]. There are other works that forbid routing over the active regions of transistors [107], [113], optimize power routing
[114], [115] and propose shielding critical nets [110]. Recently, Chen et al. [116] propose optimizing the total symmetry across
the design. They present a new algorithm to match the layouts’ pins and route the nets in symmetry instead of relying on
given symmetric constraints. A higher degree of symmetry is found beneficial to circuit performance.

A rising trend in optimization-based AMS circuit layout automation is to create end-to-end frameworks [117]. ALIGN [59]
adopts a grid-based methodology. The primitive generation, placement, and routing are all aligned with the grid, and design
rules are handled from Correct-by-construction. On the other hand, MAGICAL [61] allows more flexibility to target human-
like layout style. Equips with end-to-end flow consisting of module generator, analog placer, and detailed router, both ALIGN
and MAGICAL have demonstrated success in automating building block-level analog circuits with low or no human efforts.
MAGICAL further adopts the mixed-signal placement techniques [99] and state-of-the-art analog detailed router [116]. As a
result, MAGICAL recently proves its effectiveness in silicon with a high performance ∆Σ ADC [61].

In summary, optimization-based layout synthesis requires the least human effort in the three approaches. However, it does
not directly generate the layout from human expertise and requires a carefully formulated optimization problem. On the other
hand, constraints to the automated tools still need manual input. To further improve the quality and reduce human efforts for
the optimization-based AMS circuit layout automation, recent studies explore various emerging techniques.

Several studies focus on optimizing the post-layout performance beyond conventional constrained optimization settings. Xu
et al. [118] propose to generate the wells similar to human practice. The proposed framework uses a generative adversarial
network (GAN) to automatically learn how experienced engineer draws the wells and apply the learned pattern in automated
flow. It is also extended to become part of the placement process in [100]. Zhu et al. [119] apply a similar idea to analog routing.
Instead of relying on conventional constraints, the proposed router uses a variational autoencoder (VAE) to learn where human
engineers route the special nets and use the machine learning model to guide the automated detailed router. In addition to
mimicking the human implementations, people are proposing techniques to directly optimizing the performance. Liu et al. [120]
explores the layout-to-performance modeling problem. The proposed machine learning model applies a convolutional neural
network (CNN) to predict the post-layout performance from the placement results. Li et al. [121] integrate the performance
prediction model in automated placement. The proposed framework treats the performance prediction as to the placement
problem’s objective to enable direct optimization on performance.
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IV. POST-LAYOUT EXTRACTION AND VERIFICATION

A clean DRC report shows that the layout abides by all the design rules for the technology node such as metal width,
minimum spacing, etc. However, these checks do not guarantee that the layout corresponds to the desired schematic level
design. Hence, a critical step at this stage is to extract a post-layout netlist to be compared against the schematic level netlist.
Using commercial tools, a post-layout extraction step is performed where all components in the design, including connectivities
and parasitic, are extracted to form a post-layout netlist. In general, resistance and capacitance parasitic are the main focus of
the extraction step. However, in analog/RF designs inductance extraction for interconnect is also needed.

Given both netlists at the schematic and post-layout levels, Layout Vs. Schematic (LVS) check is performed to ensure that
the layout corresponds to the schematic level design. A clean LVS check indicates a correct correspondence between layout
and schematic. At this stage, the layout corresponds to the circuit intent at the schematic level while abiding by all design
rules.

Despite these checks, the circuit may not be design ready at this point. In fact, the layout quality has a significant impact
on the circuit performance especially in AMS designs. The layout extraction step generates a new netlist that includes layout-
dependent parasitic. Hence, it is imperative that the new netlist is verified through simulation to make sure that, given the
layout induced parasitic, the design still meets the requirements.

A final step in the design process is to assess the reliability of the AMS design against variation in the manufacturing process.
Two major assessment are necessary [122]. The first is evaluating the performance under different operating conditions; mainly
process, voltage and temperature (PVT) corners that the chip may face after fabrications. This analysis is application dependent
since the fields of use are different for different chips, and so are the requirements. Therefore, PVT analysis is performed to
ensure the correct operation of the design under the conditions it is meant to encounter.

While PVT corners can be determined in most cases, the design should also be simulated under random process variations.
Examples of such variations include change in oxide thickness (∆tox) and random dopant fluctuations (RDF), among others.
In fact, with the continuous scaling, process variations manifest itself among the most prominent factors limiting the yield of
analog and mixed-signal (AMS) circuits [122], [123]. To quantify the impact of this variation, the design is simulated under
different realizations of this variation [122], [123]. Using Monte Carlo (MC) analysis, a set of points are sampled from the
variation distribution and circuit performance is performed. With such analysis, it is possible to evaluate the expected parametric
yield of the manufactured chips, i.e., the percentage of manufactured chips that meet the design requirements. It is important
to note though that MC analysis is computationally expensive, and achieving high confidence estimation for modern designs
may require thousands of simulations. In literature, different techniques have been proposed to reduce the computational cost
of MC analysis, e.g., using importance sampling and scaled sigma sampling [124], [125].

V. CONCLUSION

Although most of the digital circuits can be efficiently and reliably designed with advanced electronics design automation
tools, analog and mixed-signal circuits still heavily rely on manual design. This book chapter reviews the recent advancements
in CAD techniques and covers key steps in analog/mixed-signal circuit designs flow, including system architecture definition,
circuit topology selection, device sizing, layout design and post-layout verification. Large efforts have been made to apply the
most advanced machine learning techniques to reduce the burden of human in the loop and further automate the analog/mixed-
signal circuit design process. Due to the rapid advancements of machine learning, future analog and mixed-signal IC designs
will significantly leverage both human and machine intelligence for quality of results and design productivity.
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